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Abstract
Background: Effective communication between healthcare professionals and relatives of patients approaching the end-of-life is
vital to ensure patients have a ‘good death’. To improve communication, it is important to first identify how this is currently being
accomplished.
Aim: To review qualitative evidence concerning characteristics of communication about prognosis and end-of-life care between
healthcare professionals and relatives of patients approaching the end-of-life.
Design: Qualitative systematic review (PROSPERO registration CRD42017065560) using thematic synthesis. Peer-reviewed, English
language articles exploring the content of conversations and how participants communicated were included. No date restrictions
were applied. Quality of included studies was appraised using the Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal Checklist for Qualitative
Research.
Data sources: An electronic database search of CINAHL, MEDLINE, PsycINFO and EMBASE was performed.
Results: Thirty-one papers were included. Seven themes were identified: highlighting deterioration; involvement in decisionmaking, post-decision interactional work, tailoring, honesty and clarity, specific techniques for information delivery and roles of
different healthcare professionals. Varied levels of family involvement in decision-making were reported. Healthcare professionals
used strategies to aid understanding and collaborative decision-making, such as highlighting the patient’s deterioration, referring to
patient wishes and tailoring information delivery. Doctors were regarded as responsible for discussing prognosis and decision-making,
and nurses for providing individualized care.
Conclusion: Findings suggest training could provide healthcare professionals with these strategies to improve communication.
Interventions such as question prompt lists could help relatives overcome barriers to involvement in decision-making. Further
research is needed to understand communication with relatives in different settings and with different healthcare professionals.
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What is already known about the topic?
•• Poor communication from healthcare professionals is a common complaint from relatives of patients at the
end-of-life.
•• Communication with relatives at this time is important for high quality end-of-life care and for relatives’ long-term
well-being.
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What this paper adds
•• Common communication strategies are identified including highlighting the patient’s deterioration to aid decision-making, references to patient wishes, providing relatives with options, tailoring information to individuals and using pacing
and staging of information.
•• Healthcare professionals state a belief in using honest, direct language and involving families in decision-making, but
there is variation in the extent to which this is implemented in practice.
•• Nurses and allied healthcare professionals play an important role in providing individualized communication with
relatives.
Implications for practice, theory or policy
•• There is a need for more research on communication with relatives in palliative care settings and with different members of the multidisciplinary team.
•• Training is needed to help healthcare professionals to translate communication guidelines into practice while considering their own emotional needs.
•• Interventions such as question prompt list could also be used to help relatives get the information they need.

Introduction
Family members of patients at the end-of-life value high
quality communication about their relatives’ prognosis
and care.1–4 Patients in the terminal phase of their illness
often have difficulty communicating and so their relatives
need clear information to make decisions on their behalf.
Honest and timely communication can give relatives time
to say goodbye and improve psychological outcomes and
satisfaction with end-of-life care.5–10
Healthcare professionals report finding end-of-life
communication challenging and often wait for patients or
families to initiate these conversations.11 In an international survey of palliative care experts, 83% agreed more
evidence-based guidance on strategies for communication with relatives would improve end-of-life decisionmaking.12 A report by the English Parliamentary and
Health Service Ombudsman found a key area of complaints about end-of-life care was failing to recognize
when a person was dying and communicate this to the
patient and their relatives.13
In response to criticisms of end-of-life care in the
United Kingdom, the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) have produced guidelines for
healthcare professionals, including advice on communication.14 NICE make recommendations including discussing
what patients understand and want to know, explaining
uncertainty, avoiding false optimism, providing opportunities to ask questions and highlighting opportunities for
further discussions. Bernacki and Block15 made similar
recommendations for a conversation guide to support clinicians in the United States. However, the primary focus
of these recommendations is communication with
patients rather than relatives. While these recommendations can be useful for relatives, their communication
needs are different. For example, a previous review found
caregivers wanted more information about the dying process than patients.16

Recommendations about what to discuss with relatives are needed, alongside specific strategies on how to
do this. Previous reviews have explored relatives’ communication preferences and how they are prepared for the
patient’s death more generally. They found a desire for
honest information about disease progression, the dying
process and pain management; jargon-free information
with time to understand; and opportunities to discuss
spiritual needs.16–20 However, these reviews did not focus
on how healthcare professionals discuss these issues with
relatives. To provide recommendations for change, we
must first understand how this communication is currently being accomplished. Healthcare professionals and
relatives sometimes have different perceptions of how
much prognostic information relatives have been
given.21,22 It is therefore important to consider a range of
perspectives when addressing this issue.

Objectives
The primary objective of this article is to review existing
qualitative evidence about the characteristics of communication about prognosis and end-of-life care between
healthcare professionals and relatives of patients
approaching the end-of-life:
From the perspective of healthcare professionals;
From the perspective of relatives;
As identified from observational studies.

Method
An initial scoping of the literature suggested only qualitative literature could explore what happens during these
conversations in sufficient depth. A qualitative systematic
review was therefore conducted.
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Search strategy
A comprehensive electronic database search was last
updated on 16 July 2018. The databases searched were
CINAHL plus (1937–2018), MEDLINE (1950–2018),
PsycINFO (1967–2018) and EMBASE (1980–2018). Text
and MeSH terms for the following word groups were
searched: communication, relatives, healthcare professionals, settings with patients at the end-of-life and qualitative methodology. Searches included peer-reviewed,
English language articles, and there were no search
restrictions based on the date of publication (see full electronic search strategy in Supplementary Table 1).
Reference lists of all included studies were hand-searched
and citation searching was performed. Reference lists of
five relevant reviews were hand-searched.16,17,19,20,23

Study selection
The lead author (R.A.) ran the searches, removed duplicates and screened titles and abstracts to exclude ineligible papers. Full texts of all remaining papers were reviewed
for inclusion/exclusion by R.A. and M.A. Studies identified
from the search had a broad range of research questions
and so study selection was complex, requiring numerous
decisions within the research team. For example, articles
involving both relatives and patients were included only if
the findings relating to relatives could be separated from
those relating to patients. Disagreements and uncertainty
were resolved through discussion and referral to a third
reviewer, J.L. when required.
Inclusion criteria included qualitative studies focusing
on communication between adult relatives and healthcare professionals, in settings with patients at the end-oflife, about prognosis and end-of-life care and exploring
what and how communication occurs (as opposed to preferences or challenges). Authors were contacted when the
eligibility of papers was unclear. A full list of inclusion and
exclusion criteria is included in Supplementary Table 2.

Quality appraisal
The 10-item Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Critical Appraisal
Checklist for Qualitative Research24 was used to assess the
quality of included articles. While there is no ‘gold standard’ tool for quality appraisal of qualitative studies, a comparative analysis concluded the JBI checklist was the most
coherent.25
R.A. and M.A. assessed all studies against the JBI checklist. Disagreements were resolved through discussion and
referral to other authors (J.L. or S.B.). The JBI checklist does
not allocate scores to studies and papers were not excluded
based on the checklist; instead, results were used to identify weaknesses in the literature and considered when synthesizing the data. Authors’ descriptions/interpretations

were only included in the synthesis if they were supported
with illustrative quotes.

Data extraction and synthesis
The following data were extracted by R.A. and checked by
M.A.: title, authors, year, journal, country, setting,
research question/aims, theoretical/philosophical perspective, research methodology, data collection/analysis,
study population and relevant findings. Only findings relevant to the aim of this review were extracted. For example, one study26 included findings related to physicians’
beliefs on children’s best interests. These were not
extracted but all findings relating to communication with
parents were.
Findings, including participant quotes and authors’
descriptions/interpretations, were entered into NVivo 11.
Thematic synthesis, which allows conclusions to be drawn
across heterogeneous methodologies, was used to synthesize findings. Thomas and Harden’s27 steps of thematic
synthesis were followed, beginning with line-by-line coding of findings. Initial codes were grouped into descriptive
themes and put into a coding framework, which was
applied to the whole dataset. These themes were discussed within the team to develop analytic themes. For
example, descriptive themes ‘problem listing’ and ‘perspective display invitations’ both highlighted a patient’s
deterioration, and so this became an analytic theme.
R.A. coded findings with regular discussions with the
analytic team, which included five researchers (three with
Psychology backgrounds, one with a speech and language
background and one palliative care consultant). An interpretivist approach was taken towards the synthesis, which
involves providing narrative descriptions to represent the
subjective experiences of a range of stakeholders.28 A
broad range of populations and clinical settings were
therefore included in the review and are presented
together within the synthesis.

Results
Search results
The search strategy identified 2195 unique citations published between 1975 and 2018, 31 of which were included
in the review (Figure 1). The 31 articles originated from
10 countries and reported results from 25 individual
studies (see Table 1). Fourteen papers were observational (non-participant observations or video/audiorecordings), 10 used interviews or focus groups with
healthcare professionals, five used interviews with relatives and two used a combination of these approaches in
ethnographic studies. The majority of studies were based
in adult acute care (18 papers); eight were in paediatric
or neonatal intensive care units (ICUs), three in palliative
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Figure 1. PRISMA diagram of included articles, adapted from Moher et al.29

care settings and two in other settings (older adult wards
and family physicians).

Study participants
Overall, sample sizes are reported below. In samples
used for multiple papers, only the original sample size is
included in this total. Further demographic information
for study participants is included in Supplementary
Table 3.
Observational, ethnographic and interview/focus
group studies with healthcare professionals had a total
sample size of 343 healthcare professionals (170 physicians, 127 nurses, 9 other healthcare professionals, 37
unspecified), with a median sample size of 19 healthcare
professionals (range = 1–37). Numbers of healthcare professionals were not reported for two primary observational studies. Physicians were mostly attending, resident
and fellow physicians, intensivists and palliative care consultants, although this information could not be obtained
for five studies. Nurses worked in ICU, paediatric ICU,
other acute care or hospice. Other healthcare professionals such as social workers were also present at observations but were not the focus of these observations. Two
studies interviewed other healthcare professionals.
Where reported, healthcare professionals’ years of clinical or specialty experience ranged from <2 to 40 years.
Observational, ethnographic and interview studies with
family members had a total sample size of 495 individual

family members with a median sample size of 27
(range = 12–227). The number of individual family members could not be obtained for five primary studies. These
five studies reported a total sample size 92 families with a
median sample size of 19 families (range = 8–36). Where
reported, family members included parents, spouses,
adult children, siblings, friends and other family members.
Six primary studies reported including multiple different
family members and five reported including parents only.

Quality appraisal results
The main findings from the quality appraisal were the
high number of articles which did not report a philosophical perspective (22 articles), the researchers’ background
(21 articles) or address the influence of the researcher on
the research (21 articles). All studies used quotes to support their analysis, but there were seven papers where it
was unclear if an adequate range of participants’ views
were represented, mostly due to a lack of patient identifiers. Ten papers did not report their analysis in a way that
was wholly consistent with their stated methodology. The
full results of the quality appraisal are reported in
Supplementary Table 4.

Overview of findings
Included papers described how healthcare professionals
and relatives discussed the patient’s deterioration, made

Country

USA

USA

USA

USA

Netherlands

Barton et al.31a

Barton32a

Curtis et al.33b

Curtis et al.34b

De Vos et al.35

Observational studies
USA
Aldridge and
Barton30a

Author

1. How do physicians and parents
communicate about decisions to
withhold or withdraw life sustaining
treatment
2. To what extent do parents share in the
decision-making process?

Identify missed opportunities for
physicians to provide support or
information to families during family
conferences

Establish a framework that will allow
future analyses and studies to describe
and understand the communication in
family conferences in which the issue of
withholding or withdrawing life support
is discussed

Compare the ‘description of current
status’ in end-of-life discussions with
family members that did and did not
result in a change from therapeutic to
comfort care
1. Describe the structure and variations
within each phase of the end-of-life
discussion
2. Look specifically at interaction
between physicians and families within
each phase
Describe how physicians and families
construct an ethical frame to present the
decision to withdraw life support as the
‘right’ decision

Research question/aim

Table 1. Summary of included papers.

Paediatric ICU

ICU

ICU

Surgical ICU

Surgical ICU

Surgical ICU

Setting

Physicians and parents
of children currently
in PICU

Attending, resident and
fellow physicians and
families of current ICU
patients

Attending, resident and
fellow physicians and
families of current ICU
patients

Critical care intensivists,
surgeons and families of
current SICU patients

Critical care intensivists,
surgeons and families of
current SICU patients

Critical care intensivists,
surgeons and families of
current SICU patients

Population

Audio-recording of
conversations
Qualitative coding

Audio-recording of
family conferences
Limited application of
grounded theory

Audio-recording of
family conferences
Limited application of
grounded theory

Secondary analysis of
audio-recordings of
family conferences
Discourse analysis

Secondary analysis of
audio-recordings of
family conferences
Discourse analysis

Secondary analysis of
audio-recordings of
family conferences
Discourse analysis

Data collection
Data analysis

(Continued)

Highlighting negative outcomes and direct summaries implying
terminal status led to more decisions to move to comfort care
Decisions were less likely to be made when more positive
outcomes were described and possible treatment was
discussed
Description of current status used to develop consensus on
terminal status. Some used perspective display questions.
Framed decision as expressing patient’s wishes. If no consensus
of terminal status was established, decisions were not made
Explained logistics of dying (often initiated by family) with
more direct language
Process of dying and comfort care repeated by doctors and
families
Doctors repeated problem listing and emphasized the decision
as being a consensus between the medical team
Families discussed personhood and consciousness – doctors
repeated ‘best interests’ and described the decision as ethical
because of loss of consciousness
Both families and doctors described the decision as ‘right’
Discussed substituted judgement: encouraged the family to
describe personhood to elicit patient wishes
Described the dying process (often raised by family)
Stressed continuing care, patient comfort and supported
decision to withdraw treatment
Varied in directness and use of strategies (e.g. repeating what
family says, allowing silence, confirming understanding)
15/51 family conferences had examples of missed
opportunities:
Some avoided answering difficult questions and didn’t ask
for clarification about families’ vague concerns
Failed to explore/acknowledge expressions of emotion
Missed chances to explore comments about patient
treatment preferences
Discussed deterioration: 1/3 asked for parents’ perspective on
child’s condition. Parents demonstrated good understanding
when asked
Physicians expressed a team preference. Parents often gave
their preference unprompted
Most presented as medical decision and didn’t ask parents.
Parents expressed concern about suffering and physicians
reassured them of comfort and peace
Nurses often spoke with parents at the bedside after the
meeting (not recorded)

Summary of relevant findings
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Country

Australia

USA

USA

Japan

USA

USA

Author

Ekberg et al.36

Engelberg
et al.37b

Hsieh et al.38b

Kawashima39

Miller et al.40

Pecanac41

Table 1. (Continued)

Explore how clinicians introduce the
need to make a decision about the use
of life-sustaining treatment and how
surrogates respond

Examine the decision-making process to
withhold or stop life support

Explicate the structure of interactions
between medical professionals and
patients’ family members in a Japanese
emergency room, when the patient is
seriously ill and may be at the point of
death

Identify inherent tensions that arose
during family conferences in the ICU, and
the communication strategies clinicians
used in response

Describe physicians’ responses to
families’ questions about the meaning of
critically ill patients’ movements

Explore how discussions about
deterioration are managed within actual
paediatric palliative care consultations

Research question/aim

ICU

ICU

Emergency room

ICU

Physicians and families
of current ICU patients

Attending, resident and
fellow physicians and
families of current ICU
patients

Physicians and family
members of patients at
risk of imminent death
in an emergency room

Attending, resident and
fellow physicians and
families of current ICU
patients

Audio-recordings of
family conferences/
Conversation analysis

Audio-recordings of
family conferences
Conversation analysis

Video recordings of
consultations
Conversation analysis

Audio-recording of
family conferences
Qualitative content
analysis from a dialectic
perspective

Audio-recording of
family conferences
Limited application of
grounded theory

Solicited the family’s agenda to allow opportunity for them to
raise prognosis/deterioration
Used topic shading (brought up another issue where
deterioration may be relevant). This allowed the family to raise
deterioration if they wished to
6/51 family conferences had unresolved questions about
patient movement:
Majority responded with clinical information (physiological
reasons)
Acknowledged emotions (e.g. with active listening)
Only one physician explored emotions and gave the family
more time to consider
Contradictions identified included: killing versus allowing to
die, death as benefit versus burden, patient wishes versus
family wishes
Physicians’ decision-centred strategies: argued against one
side (e.g. killing), argued for one side (e.g. patient over family
wishes) or avoided
Physicians’ information-seeking strategies: acknowledged the
contradiction, clarified family’s statements, emphasized patient
wishes and segmented decision
Storytelling: Physicians described what has happened or asked
relatives what has happened to forecast bad news
Online commentary: Physicians used sight and touch to explain
symptoms
Paradoxical proposals: Physicians sometimes put forward
continuing treatment despite suggestion that treatment is
futile, giving time for families to make the decision or express
deontic authority
Physicians left sentences unfinished to allow for co-completion
of final decision
Following online commentaries/paradoxical proposals, families
themselves sometimes raised the possibility of stopping
treatment
Framing of options ‘shaded’ (e.g. not all options presented) in
6/15 cases
Framed decision as consensus between healthcare
professionals, the family and the patient’s wishes
When couldn’t agree, gave family time to decide (but imposed
time limit)
Clinicians used ‘perspective-display invitations’ to elicit the
surrogate’s view of patient preference – used this as basis for
shared decision-making
Direct questions were more successful than tacit invitations
Perspective display invitations were reformulated when
unsuccessful
Video-recordings of
consultations
Conversation analysis

Specialist palliative
care consultant and
parents of children in
a paediatric palliative
care service
Attending, resident and
fellow physicians and
families of current ICU
patients

Paediatric palliative
care service
(inpatient, outpatient,
telehealth and home)
ICU

Summary of relevant findings

Data collection
Data analysis

Population

Setting
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USA

West et al.43b

USA

Norway

USA

Australia

Gordon
et al.45c

Lind46

Meert et al.47c

Odgers et al.48

Family perspective
Abib El Halal
Brazil
et al.44

Explore decision-making related to the
move from active to palliative care in the
neonatal ICU

UK

Shaw et al.42

Explore the family’s experience of endof-life care for their relative during the
dying process

Describe parents’ perceptions of their
conversations with physicians regarding
their child’s terminal illness and death
in the PICU

Examine and describe relatives’
experiences of responsibility in the ICU
decision-making process

Explore parents’ perspectives of the
quality of care offered to them and their
terminally ill child in the child’s last days
of life
Examine bereaved parents’ perspectives
of their and clinicians’ communicative
roles and responsibilities in the PICU

Identify the categories of expressions
of non-abandonment and develop
a conceptual model describing the
ways this is expressed by families and
clinicians, in ICU family conferences
concerning withdrawing life-sustaining
treatments or the delivery of bad news

Research question/aim

Country

Author

Table 1. (Continued)

Acute hospital

Paediatric ICU

ICU

Paediatric ICU

Paediatric ICU

Next of kin to patients
who died in acute
hospital

Parents of children who
died in PICU

Relatives of patients
who died in ICU

Parents of children who
died in PICU

Parents of children who
died in PICU

Attending, resident and
fellow physicians and
families of current ICU
patients

Consultants and
families of babies
currently in NICU

Neonatal ICU

ICU

Population

Setting

Interviews
Thematic analysis

Secondary analysis of
interviews
Qualitative coding

Secondary analysis of
interviews
Narrative analytical
approach

Secondary analysis of
interviews
Discourse analysis

Interviews
Thematic content
analysis

(Continued)

Varied in how much parents were included in decisions
Some struggled to understand uncertainty. Clarity varied (e.g.
medical jargon)
Some felt clinicians created false hope by saying child was
going to be ok
Parents were sometimes ‘rude’ or shouted at clinicians
Three variants of involvement in decisions:
1. Informed not involved: families told of decision with a
medical explanation
2. Informed and asked for approval (directly or waiting for a
nod/yes)
3. Involved – shared decision-making: Discussed what the
patient would want
Honest communication built trust and prepared parents.
Others held back prognostic information leading to false hope
Honesty was either communicated with empathy which was
appreciated or as ‘matter of fact’ which felt cold and insensitive
Some felt healthcare professionals used medical jargon or too
much information was given at once
Some felt doctors were not clear and honest with them (e.g.
used euphemisms and were indirect about prognosis)
Others had open conversations including discussing patient
wishes

Parents reported healthcare professionals using medical jargon
Decisions were communicated but families not involved
Lack of communication around the time of death

Identified two different ways doctors initiated the decisionmaking process:
1. Making recommendations: Presented strong
recommendation as coming from the medical team in the
best interests of the baby. Parents often asked challenging
questions, about options and responded negatively to
explanations
2. Providing options: Presented as a joint plan for parents and
doctors to make. Told parents the decision can be deferred
and options for the decision were provided. Parents could ask
questions without appearing challenging
44/51 family conferences contained expressions of nonabandonment from either the family or clinician:
Clinicians: Highlighted continuing care; emphasized physician
availability; gave the family the choice of when treatment is
removed
Family: expressed decision as reducing suffering and
following patient wishes; expressed a desire to be at the
bedside

Audio-recordings of
discussions/
Conversation analysis

Audio-recording of
family conferences
Limited application of
grounded theory

Summary of relevant findings

Data collection
Data analysis
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Australia
and New
Zealand

USA

USA

USA

USA

Bloomer
et al.51

Epstein52

Kehl53

Liaschenko
et al.54

PedenMcAlpine55

Describe the communication practices
experienced intensive care nurses use
with families to negotiate consensus on
withdrawal of aggressive treatment and/
or shift to palliative care

Understand factors that influence ICU
nurses’ inclusion of families in end-of-life
care

Describe how hospice clinicians prepare
family for the final days of life

Explore nurses’ and physicians’ end-oflife experiences in the new-born ICU

Explore how nurses navigate
communication with families during
treatment withdrawal processes

ICU

Critical care unit

Home hospice

New-born ICU

ICU

Paediatric ICU

Describe physicians’ experiences in
attempting to provide optimal care for
families of children who suffer sudden,
acute life threatening conditions

USA

Setting

Bartel et al.50

Research question/aim

ICU and cardiorespiratory care unit

Country

Healthcare professional perspective
Bach et al.49
Canada
Bring to light the role of critical care
nurses in decision-making at the endof-life

Author

Table 1. (Continued)

ICU nurses comfortable
with dying patients/
families

Experienced critical
care nurses

Nurses, nursing
assistant, social
workers, bereavement
counsellors and
chaplain

NICU registered nurses,
nurse practitioners and
resident and fellow
physicians

Critical care nurses

Resident, attending and
fellow PICU physicians

Critical care nurses

Population

Unstructured interviews
Narrative approach

Focus groups
Content analysis

Interviews
Conventional content
analysis

Interviews
Hermeneutic circle
approach

Focus groups
Inductive content
analysis

Interviews and focus
groups
Qualitative coding

Interviews
Grounded theory

Data collection
Data analysis

Nurses clarify information and help families see the whole
picture
Act as a go-between for the physicians and families
Felt that honesty is important (but balanced with hope)
Provide families with options and they make the final decision
Denial common in families – physicians repeat information and
give time
Highlighted the role of nurses/social workers taking time with
families
Identify a family spokesperson
Try to give clear summaries, non-medical language, staged
information and not give false hope
Look for non-verbal cues that a relative does/doesn’t want to
talk and verbal signs of understanding
Identify a spokesperson
Use staging of information to give families time to digest it
Following family meetings check understanding and discuss the
process of death
Physicians delayed conversations to give families time to
understand patients’ terminal status
Nurses felt false hope could be promoted
Nurses informally/gently discussed options with parents in
more detail
Physicians begin more indirectly but use direct language if
families don’t understand
Explain what changes to expect in dying process
Involve parents in decision but take responsibility themselves
Discuss signs/symptoms of death and time to death (including
uncertainty)
Repetition to ensure the message gets through, staged
preparation over time
Use active listening/questions to tailor content and delivery
Building trust improves acceptance of messages
Nurses bring together information from different physicians
to provide the ‘big picture’. Draw attention to quality of life
consequences of treatment
Highlight deterioration and prepare families for death
Changes in the patient’s status can a trigger conversations
Nurses check understanding and explain consequences of
treatment after discussions with physicians
Ask about the patient, emphasize quality of life and what they
would want
Help families see deterioration. Tailor to what the person is
ready to hear

Summary of relevant findings
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USA

Canada

Richards
et al.26

Tan and
Manca57

USA

Examine the nature of family meetings
as conducted in an inpatient hospice
care unit in order to generate an
inductive theoretical model

Understand the factors and processes
which affect the quality of care provided
to frail older people who are dying in
hospital and their family carers

Describe conflict experiences that family
physicians have with substitute decisionmakers of dying patients and identify
factors that facilitate or hinder the endof-life decision-making process

Hospice inpatient unit

Hospital wards caring
for older adults

Family physicians

Nurses, social workers,
physicians and family
members of current
hospice inpatients

Healthcare
professionals and
bereaved relatives of
older patients who died

Family physicians

Attending paediatric
critical care physicians

Physicians, registered
nurses and enrolled
nurses

Acute stoke ward

Paediatric and
Neonatal ICU

Population

Setting

SICU: surgical intensive care unit, ICU: intensive care unit, PICU: paediatric intensive care unit, NICU: neonatal intensive care unit.
Detailed demographic information is provided in Supplementary Table 3 and quality appraisal information in Supplementary Table 4.
aPapers using data from Cassell.60
bPapers using data from Curtis et al.33
cPapers using data from Meert et al.61

Meeker et al.59

Mixed perspectives
Caswell et al.58
UK

Deepen the understanding of stroke
team members’ reasoning about truthtelling in end-of-life care due to acute
stroke

Sweden

Rejno et al.56

Understand how neonatal and paediatric
critical care physicians balance and
integrate the interests of the child and
family in decisions about life-sustaining
treatments

Research question/aim

Country

Author

Table 1. (Continued)

Ethnographic:
interviews, focus
groups, non-participant
observations and
review of case notes
Constant comparative
method
Ethnographic:
observations of family
meetings, informed by
healthcare professional
interviews
Constant comparative
method of grounded
theory

Interviews
Grounded theory

Doctors discussed prognosis, nurses translated into lay
language
Staff thought often one conversation wasn’t enough but didn’t
always repeat this
Observations showed it was rare to explain process of dying
Euphemistic/vague language meant carers didn’t always
understand that their relative was dying
Healthcare professionals elicited understanding to ensure their
views were aligned on prognosis (e.g. discuss prior symptoms
that signal dying). Families described patient’s personhood
Explained process of dying, paced info in line with family
responses
Separated the person from the illness (e.g. explaining
agitation), gave time to ask questions

Truth above all: approach discussions with complete honesty
and direct language to prepare them and establish trust
Hide truth to protect: Withhold certain distressing information
if don’t feel it’s necessary to tell; wait until have clearer info/
better environment to discuss; some nurses waited for doctor
to give the bad news
Limiting options: don’t mention treatment options that they
believe to be futile
Being directive: when feel parents can’t make decisions,
physicians take control to relieve burden and give families
‘permission’ to remove life support
Staying neutral: by providing options and avoiding giving own
opinion
Allowing parents to come to own conclusions (e.g. delay
decisions/discussions and give time so that parents can see
that their child is dying)
Staged information as trust increases; gauge surrogate’s
understanding; use patient’s previous statements to help
decisions
Bringing other professionals in can help resolve conflict

Interviews
Qualitative content
analysis

Interviews
Content and thematic
analysis

Summary of relevant findings

Data collection
Data analysis
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Anderson et al.
decisions and the interactional work accomplished by
both parties following decisions. Papers identified communicative practices from healthcare professionals and
family members and the roles different healthcare professionals played in communication. The synthesis identified
seven key themes to describe this communication: highlighting deterioration, involvement in decision-making,
post-decision interactional work, tailoring, honesty and
clarity, specific techniques for information delivery and
roles of different healthcare professionals. Supplementary
Table 5 provides extracts from original papers demonstrating these themes.

Highlighting deterioration
The first theme identified was highlighting deterioration,
which was found in 11 papers.26,30–32,35,36,39,54,55,58,59 This
describes how healthcare professionals enabled relatives
to recognize the patient’s deterioration (referred to as
‘establishing terminal status’ by one study30). Highlighting
deterioration involved listing the patient’s previous and
ongoing problems to provide evidence that further active
treatment was futile and the patient was reaching the
end-of-life. Often this was accomplished by healthcare
professionals, but studies also found evidence of perspective display invitations,62 where healthcare professionals
asked relatives to describe what had happened so far and
how the patient was doing.31,32,35,36,39,55,58,59 Perspective
display invitations highlighted deterioration in collaboration with families and provided healthcare professionals
with information about their level of acceptance and
understanding.
Usually, this phase ended with a summary statement
to demonstrate they had reached a consensus that the
patient was dying. However, one study described more
ambiguous problem listing, including references to treatment. In these conversations, a consensus on terminal
status was less likely to be reached and decisions relating
to withdrawal of treatment were made less often.30
The practice of highlighting deterioration was identified in healthcare professional interview and focus group
studies54,55,58,59 and observational studies,30–32,35,36,39,59
but not interviews with families. It was seen in adult and
paediatric settings, but was not always consistent. For
example, in an ethnographic study on older adult wards,
only one healthcare professional described this practice
and there was no evidence of it from non-participant
observations.58

Involvement in decision-making
Varied levels of family involvement in patient care decisions were identified, particularly relating to withdrawal
of treatment. The reported styles of involvement can
be divided into presenting the medical team’s decision
(either as what has already been decided35,44–46 or
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a recommendation for families to agree with previous
studies26,42,45,46,52) or a collaborative process where the
family made the final decision. Reports of less collaborative decision-making were more common in paediatric settings and were found mostly by observational studies35,42
and those interviewing family members.44–46 Healthcare
professionals rarely described non-collaborative decisionmaking, but in two healthcare professional interview studies, some described taking responsibility for decisions to
relieve burden for families.26,52 While this could be helpful
when families felt unable to make decisions, it could cause
interactional difficulties. Where healthcare professionals
presented recommendations, family members often passively agreed, without always receiving clear information
about the reason for the decision. At other times, family
members objected to the decision. One conversation analytic study42 described how giving recommendations made
it difficult for families to ask questions as they came across
as challenging the medical team’s opinion. However, there
was evidence of families actively involving themselves in
these conversations by asking questions and expressing
preferences.32,35,39,42,45
Collaborative decision-making was reported across
observational studies and interviews/focus groups with
healthcare professionals and relatives, and in both child
and adult settings.26,30–33,35–43,45–50,52,55,57 When papers
reported collaborative decision-making, several strategies
were used. In adult settings only, the most common identified was invoking the patient’s wishes.31–33,38,40–42,46–49,55
Healthcare professionals asked families what the patient
was like prior to hospitalization and whether they had discussed their care preferences. They emphasized the family member was a voice for the patient, rather than making
decisions based on their own feelings. There were, however, examples in observational studies and one nurse
interview study, where doctors missed opportunities to
discuss patients’ wishes or did not clarify the meaning of
surrogate decision-making.33,34,46
Another strategy was presenting options to the family
(e.g. to remove some life-sustaining treatments and leave
others in place) and framing the discussion as forming an
evolving plan, rather than one overall decision.26,35,38–40,42,50,52 Options could be presented with a
subtle preference for a certain course of action,40 but it
was stressed the family’s decision would be supported.
Families were given time to make decisions and if withdrawing treatment, control over how and when this would
happen.33,37,39,42,43,46 These practices were mostly identified by observational studies,33,37–40,42,43 but some relatives described the same practices35,46 and healthcare
professionals reported providing options.26,50,52

Post-decision interactional work
Observational studies and healthcare professional interviews reported that healthcare professionals emphasized
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the continued care of the patient33,35,43,47,57,59 (described
in one study as ‘expressing non-abandonment’ 43), particularly following decisions to withdraw active treatment. Healthcare professionals stressed they would
ensure the patient was comfortable, explained what
would happen next and reassured families they would
be available for further discussions. There were however reports from families44,58 and some observations43
of healthcare professionals failing to do this and where
it appeared to families that healthcare professional
involvement would reduce following the move to comfort care.
Families also displayed their commitment to their
relatives’ continued care by discussing the patient’s
comfort and emphasizing their continued presence,
often wanting to be with the patient when they die.32,35,43
Observational studies found families asked questions
about patients’ consciousness and awareness, the dying
process and what to expect.31–33,37 Healthcare professionals were generally forthcoming with this information,31–33,47,52,53,59 but there were some reports from
observational studies where details about the dying process from healthcare professionals were lacking.33,58
Only two articles (from the same observational study)
described how healthcare professionals responded to
families’ displays of emotions, finding such displays were
rarely explored in depth.34,37
Observational studies and one study interviewing
nurses reported both healthcare professionals and families justified decisions to withdraw life-sustaining treatments as ‘right’.31–33,38,43,55 They repeated medical
justifications for the decision and referred to patients’
wishes. Healthcare professionals often referenced their
medical knowledge and experience32,33 and stressed they
were allowing the patient to die, not having an active role
in the death.38,43

Tailoring
Healthcare professionals reported and were observed
to tailor their communication to individual families.33,36,38,50–53,55,57,59 Healthcare professionals gauged
levels of understanding and willingness to discuss dying
through questions and observing verbal and non-verbal
cues from families.38,50,55,57,59 The content, delivery and
timing of communication was tailored to families’ previous experiences of death, levels of understanding,
desire for information and the patient’s current symptoms.36,38,51–53,55,59 Healthcare professionals were also
observed to take into account different cultural and
religious backgrounds of families.33 Some healthcare
professionals reported identifying a spokesperson for
each family to ensure information was effectively communicated to the whole family at a level of detail with
which individuals were comfortable.50,51

Honesty and clarity
One of the most varied findings was healthcare professionals’ honesty and clarity. Healthcare professionals
described the need to use direct, simple language to promote understanding.26,50,56 However, while some families
agreed straightforward information was given,47 others
described not understanding information due to technical or ambiguous language.44,45,48 In observational studies, healthcare professionals’ language varied in its level
of directness.30,31,33,40,42,48 In interviews, they highlighted
the difficult balance between being honest and allowing
families hope, mostly emphasizing the need to avoid
false hope and be honest to build trust with families.49,50,52,54,56 However, nurses reported that doctors
sometimes felt the need to ‘try everything’ and this could
lead to false hope for families and unnecessary, aggressive treatments for patients.52 In line with this, several
families reported feeling they had been given false hope
because of a lack of honest communication.44,45,47,48,58 In
one interview study, some relatives realized when looking back that healthcare professionals had tried to inform
them their relative was dying, but said that they had not
fully understood at the time,58 suggesting possible ambiguity on the part of the healthcare professional. Others
felt healthcare professionals had been ‘blunt’ or ‘cold’ in
their communication.45,47,48,58

Specific techniques for information delivery
Various communicative techniques used by healthcare
professionals were reported in observational studies and
interviews with healthcare professionals, but not interviews with families. Repetition was used both within conversations and across several conversations to ensure
families’ understanding.32,33,35,50,53 Healthcare professionals repeated information or asked relatives to summarize
what they had been told. Repetition was also used
towards the end of conversations, for example, information about patients’ deterioration was repeated to justify
decisions to remove life-sustaining treatment later on in
conversations.32 However, in a study in older adult hospital wards, healthcare professionals acknowledged the
need to repeat information but explained they were reluctant to have this conversation a second time.58
Pacing and staging of information were identified as
other communicative strategies.26,33,50,51,53,55–57 This included
allowing time for information to be taken in within a conversation, giving smaller chunks of information across several
conversations when the family was ready to hear it, or
delaying giving information until appropriate support could
be provided to families. healthcare professionals also
described postponing decisions to allow parents time to see
for themselves their child was dying.52,56 Staging was not
always possible however, especially if the patient had a sudden deterioration necessitating a timely conversation.53
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Roles of different healthcare professionals
in communication
The review looked at a range of healthcare professionals
and found different communication roles for different
professions. Doctors were often seen by both healthcare
professionals and relatives as responsible for conducting
prognostic and decision-making conversations with family members,50,56,58 although when death was imminent,
nurses sometimes had these conversations.35,58 While no
observational studies focused primarily on nurse communication, in interviews both physicians and nurses recognized the importance of nurses communicating with
families on a more personal, individualized level.33,35,49–
51,54,55 Nurses often reported translating what doctors
had said into less technical language.49,54,55,58 Nurses
highlighted their role in giving patients a clearer idea of
what treatments would mean for the individual patient
and bringing together information from different
sources.46,49,54,55 This role was termed providing ‘the big
picture’ in one study.54 Nurses also reported encouraging
physicians to have discussions with families.49,52,55 These
roles of nurses were mostly identified in observational
studies and those interviewing healthcare professionals,
but in one study families also reported that nurses made
things easier to understand.44 Other allied health professionals, particularly social workers, were identified as
playing important roles in communication with relatives,53,59 but included studies focused primarily on doctors and nurses.

Discussion
Key findings and implications
This review has focused on the content and communicative practices in end-of-life conversations about prognosis
and care between healthcare professionals and relatives.
We have identified common practices reported in the
qualitative literature and variation in these practices
within and across studies.
Healthcare professionals used problem listing, including eliciting relatives’ perspectives, to highlight patients’
deterioration. NICE guidelines14 and Bernacki and
Block’s15 review both suggest prognostic disclosure and
exploring patients’ understanding are important elements to be addressed by healthcare professionals. It follows that the same should apply when communicating
with relatives. The practice of highlighting deterioration
is a collaborative communication strategy that could be
used by other healthcare professionals to meet these
recommendations.
The involvement of relatives within the decision-making process was varied. Invoking patient wishes was often
used for collaborative decision-making. A previous
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systematic review found having awareness of the patient’s
treatment preferences reduced negative emotional
effects for surrogate decision-makers.63 Therefore, orienting relatives to patient wishes may have long-term benefits beyond the conversation itself. However, references to
patient wishes did not occur in paediatric end-of-life care.
Healthcare professionals cannot ask parents what their
child would want or whether they have had conversations
about end-of-life decisions, particularly in neonatal settings. Perhaps, as a result of not being able to refer to
patient wishes, most examples of less collaborative decision-making occurred in paediatric settings. However,
there was evidence that collaboration could be achieved
in these settings by consulting parents whenever decisions were made and providing them with options and
time to make plans. Given recent high profile court cases
in the United Kingdom involving end-of-life decision-making in paediatric end-of-life care,64,65 pressure and scrutiny
on healthcare professionals communicating difficult decisions to families in these settings is particularly high. The
collaborative communicative strategies described in this
review could be valuable for these healthcare professionals and should be further researched and put into practice
through training.
Other common communicative practices identified,
including repetition, pacing and staging, and highlighting continuing care are in line with relative’s preferences for receiving detailed information and time to
understand this.16–20 Healthcare professionals also recognized the need for simple, direct language and honesty, which have been identified as key relative
preferences16–20 and recommended in guidelines.14,15
However, there was evidence of a struggle to balance
honesty and hope. This finding demonstrates that while
guidelines are a useful start, training on how to implement them in practice is vital to improve communication. Healthcare professionals have reported emotional
support needs relating to end-of-life communication, so
any intervention should also consider implementing
organizational changes to allow reflective practice in a
supportive environment.66
Further recommendations from Bernacki and Block’s15
review include focusing on quality of life and assessing
what trade-offs are acceptable to patients when making
treatment decisions. The review identified nurses as key
to facilitating this individualized decision-making. Doctors
were responsible for prognostication and decision-making, while nurses helped families understand their options
in the context of individual patients’ lives. A recognition of
this important role of nurses is needed, and involving
them more formally in decision-making may help promote shared decision-making in line with recommendations. While there was little focus on acknowledging
spiritual needs in the included articles, relatives have
highlighted this as important18,19 and the nurse role in
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individualized care could put them in a good position to
address these needs.

Contributions of different qualitative
approaches
Observational studies, those focusing on healthcare professional perspectives and those exploring relatives’ perspectives, all provided valuable findings. However, each
approach had strengths and weaknesses in addressing the
article’s aim. Interviews with family members contributed
more towards understanding the content of conversations than how communication was actually accomplished. This is unsurprising as relatives are less likely to
have considered their communicative practices than
healthcare professionals who regularly have these conversations. In comparison, healthcare professionals had
insights into how they communicate in this context and
provided information about communication beyond a single conversation (e.g. spacing information over several
conversations). Different healthcare professionals also
had insight into each other’s practice, for example, nurses
highlighted that doctors sometimes gave families false
hope. However, there may be communicative behaviours
healthcare professionals are not conscious of. Interviews
are also limited by participants’ ability to accurately
remember these conversations and recollections are subject to their own interpretations.
Observational studies show what actually happened
with the most accuracy, particularly those using audio- or
video-recording. However, there are limits to what observations can tell us, for example, these studies could not
assess whether clinicians were providing honest information or giving false hope. These studies are also unlikely to
observe every conversation a healthcare professional has
with relatives and therefore can only capture a snapshot
of this communication.
These different approaches revealed differing perspectives on the same experiences. For example, healthcare
professionals often described giving detailed information
clearly and honestly, but this was not always seen in
observations or reported by families. Any clinician training
should therefore help healthcare professionals recognize
when families have not understood them and avoid
assumptions of existing knowledge. Each qualitative
approach provides its own benefits and should be combined to get a fuller picture of how communication with
relatives is accomplished at the end-of-life and inform
effective training.

Limitations of primary studies and
systematic review
The main limitations of included articles identified
through quality appraisal were related to a lack of insight

into the influence of the researchers on the findings.
Without stating the study’s philosophical perspective or
the potential impact of researchers, it is difficult to know
how the research team’s characteristics may have influenced data collection and analysis. In addition, not all
studies reported numbers or demographics for individual healthcare professionals or family members, making
it difficult to understand who was involved in these
conversations.
The review process also has a number of limitations.
The search strategy only included English language articles for resource reasons. As a result, 29 of 31 included
articles were from Northern European or English-speaking
countries, with 19 from the United States alone. Cultural
differences in communication practices are likely and so
findings from this review may not be generalizable to
other cultures.
The review was limited to qualitative studies to gain
in-depth insights into how people communicate not
accessible through quantitative methods such as surveys.
However, qualitative findings are subject to researchers’
interpretations, both in the original studies and during
the synthesis. We have aimed to increase rigour in this
review through multiple team members independently
assessing quality, team discussions during data extraction
and synthesis and by reporting our synthesis process
transparently.
The search strategy took a broad approach, including
studies from a range of patient populations, places of care
and methodological approaches. This approach was taken
because the review was exploratory and initial scoping of
the literature found practices and experiences that
applied across different settings. We have highlighted
some of the differences between these settings and
approaches, but a narrower search strategy would have
allowed a more in-depth view of individual settings.

Future research
The majority of studies in this review were in acute care
settings. It was not possible to compare the findings from
acute settings with palliative care, as there were only
three palliative care papers, all in different settings (adult
inpatient, adult home hospice and paediatric consultations). However, we can speculate that there are likely to
be differences between these settings. The papers in
acute settings mostly focused on medical decision-making, particularly withdrawing life-sustaining treatments. In
palliative care, these conversations are likely to take place
earlier in the disease trajectory and with the patients
themselves. By the point of end-of-life care, decisionmaking conversations will therefore be less common.
Family members may have more realistic expectations,
particularly in a hospice setting, as hospice inpatient
wards generally only admit patients with terminal or life
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limiting conditions and do not provide curative treatment.
Healthcare professionals in palliative care settings may
also have more experience of end-of-life communication
and more time with families. This is reflected in higher
satisfaction and lower unmet needs of families in hospice
compared with hospital settings.67 Further palliative care
research is therefore needed, particularly in hospices at
the very end-of-life when patients are likely to have
reduced capacity and so conversations will primarily be
taking place with relatives. The experience and expertise
of hospice clinicians could provide communication strategies that could be applied in other settings.
Interviews and focus groups with nurses provided
insights into their roles and communicative strategies.
However, no observational studies focused primarily on
nurses. This may be due to these conversations being more
spontaneous than those held by doctors, and therefore
more difficult to capture in a research project. Observational
research focused on nurses could provide practice recommendations for all healthcare professionals. Research into
the communication of allied healthcare professionals such
as social workers is also needed to develop a fuller picture
of communication with relatives at the end-of-life.
More focus on how relatives communicate in these
conversations is needed. While there were some references to how relatives communicated, the primary focus
of existing literature is healthcare professionals’ communication. Future research should identify how relatives communicate their perspectives, ask questions and respond to
different healthcare professional communication practices. This would provide evidence for which strategies are
effective and help healthcare professionals recognize how
families might express things such as a desire for further
information. This evidence could also be used in interventions to empower families to express their perspectives
and ask questions to elicit the information they want and
need, for example, using question prompt lists.68

Conclusion
Healthcare professionals use a range of practices that
could aid effective communication with relatives at the
end-of-life. Key strategies include highlighting the
patient’s deterioration to aid understanding and decision-making, collaborative decision-making through references to patient wishes and providing options,
highlighting continuing care by explaining comfort care,
tailoring information to individual understanding and
readiness to discuss dying; honesty and clarity to avoid
false hope and providing information repeatedly and in
small chunks. This systematic review calls for further
research to identify the effectiveness of different communicative strategies. This research should be used to
develop training for healthcare professionals to help
them understand relatives’ perspectives and implement
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strategies to improve understanding and collaborative
decision-making in their practice.
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